
Background

The marketing department of University of California 
San Diego (UCSD) was looking for a reliable and 
robust nearline shared storage to replace their existing, 
old shared storage. They were looking for a shared 
storage system that was easy to use and can integrate 
seamlessly into their existing network infrastructure 
with minimal training for the users.

Apace’s turnkey storage solution addressed the needs of 
the marketing department of the University of California 

San Diego

 I was amazed at how 
quickly Apace was able to 
integrate their system to 
our network infrastructure. 
In a matter of hours, our 
editors were using the eStor. 
Usually other vendors take 
days or weeks to install their 
products. 

 - Michael Sterner, 
Post-Production Manager

Why Apace?

After going over their due diligence process, the 
marketing department of UCSD decided on the eStor, 
the nearline shared storage product from Apace. The 
following reasons impacted their decision-making 
process:

• A solution that works out of the box and offers 
what was needed without customization

• A simple storage solution that integrated 
seamlessly with the costumer’s existing network 
infrastructure

• Easy to use that didn’t require the training of users
• Helpful and responsive technical support team
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The Solution – Apace’s eStor

Apace’s eStor was the perfect solution for the marketing 
department for UCSD. It was simple to manage and 
easy to use. The eStor was installed in a matter of 
hours and the editors were using immediately after 
it was commissioned. “I was amazed at how quickly 
Apace was able to integrate their system to our network 
infrastructure. In a matter of hours, our editors were 
using the eStor. Usually other vendors take days or 
weeks to install their products,” said Michael Sterner, 
Post-Production Manager. He added, “I like having the 
option to later add additional solutions such as their 
MAM or archive solutions on our existing or additional 
shared storage as our department grows in the future.”

 I like having the option to 
later add additional solutions 
such as their MAM or archive 
solutions on our existing or 
additional shared storage as 
our department grows in the 
future. 

 - Michael Sterner, 
Post Production Manager


